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Explosion Source Strong Ground Motions in the Mississippi Embayment

by Charles A. Langston, Paul Bodin, Christine Powell, Mitch Withers,
Steve Horton, and Walter Mooney

Abstract Two strong-motion arrays were deployed for the October 2002 Embay-
ment Seismic Excitation Experiment to study the spatial variation of strong ground
motions in the deep, unconsolidated sediments of the Mississippi embayment because
there are no comparable strong-motion data from natural earthquakes in the area.
Each linear array consisted of eight three-component K2 accelerographs spaced 15 m
apart situated 1.2 and 2.5 km from 2268-kg and 1134-kg borehole explosion sources,
respectively. The array data show distinct body-wave and surface-wave arrivals that
propagate within the thick, unconsolidated sedimentary column, the high-velocity
basement rocks, and small-scale structure near the surface. Time-domain coherence
of body-wave and surface-wave arrivals is computed for acceleration, velocity, and
displacement time windows. Coherence is high for relatively low-frequency vertical-
component Rayleigh waves and high-frequency P waves propagating across the ar-
ray. Prominent high-frequency PS conversions seen on radial components, a proxy
for the direct S wave from earthquake sources, lose coherence quickly over the
105-m length of the array. Transverse component signals are least coherent for any
ground motion and appear to be highly scattered. Horizontal phase velocity is com-
puted by using the ratio of particle velocity to estimates of the strain based on a
plane-wave-propagation model. The resulting time-dependent phase-velocity map is
a useful way to infer the propagation mechanisms of individual seismic phases and
time windows of three-component waveforms. Displacement gradient analysis is a
complementary technique for processing general spatial-array data to obtain hori-
zontal slowness information.

Introduction

Spatial variation of strong ground motion from earth-
quakes is an important engineering factor in the design of
large structures such as bridges, dams, and pipelines (Hari-
chandran and Vanmarcke, 1986; Abrahamson, 1991; Zerva
and Zervas, 2002). It is increasingly being recognized that
the response of these large structures can be dramatically
influenced by whether input loads (ground accelerations) to
foundations and piers are coherent or incoherent over the
length of the structure. Information on the coherence of the
strong-motion wave field can only be determined by using
dense arrays of strong-motion accelerographs to record
strong ground motions from local earthquakes in active
source zones. In fact, much of what is known about the spa-
tial variation of strong ground motions comes from only a
few locations in the world, the most notable being the
SMART arrays in Taiwan (Abrahamson et al., 1987; see also
the review by Zerva and Zervas, 2002), the ROMA array in
Mexico City (Bodin et al., 1997; Singh et al., 1997), special
experiments associated with sediments in Mexico City (e.g.,
Barker et al., 1996), and strong-motion arrays in California
(e.g., Spudich, 1994).

The New Madrid Seismic Zone (NMSZ) within the Mis-
sissippi embayment of the central United States is consid-
ered to be an active seismic zone (Nuttli, 1973; Johnston and
Schweig, 1996; Tuttle and Schweig, 1999) yet has not suf-
fered a large, destructive earthquake since installation of
strong-motion seismographs in the area. A notable charac-
teristic of the NMSZ is the existence of thick, unconsolidated
sediments that blanket the area and attain thicknesses of up
to 1 km in the Memphis area (Stearns, 1957; Stearns and
Marcher, 1962; Self, 1993). The seismic response of these
unconsolidated sediments is a major unknown in the eval-
uation of earthquake hazards due to strong ground motions
from earthquakes in the NMSZ (e.g., Bodin and Horton,
1999; Langston et al., 2005). This is a particularly important
problem for the area because many major national transpor-
tation arteries and pipelines cross or lie near the seismic zone
(Langston et al., 2002b).

In October 2002, the Center for Earthquake Research
and Information (CERI) at the University of Memphis and
the U.S. Geological Survey performed an active source field
experiment called the Embayment Seismic Excitation Ex-
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periment (ESEE) (Langston et al., 2002a). The experiment
was centered about creating seismic waves that traveled al-
most exclusively within the thick unconsolidated sediments
of the embayment through the detonation of two large bore-
hole-emplaced explosions within the sediments. Explosion
body and surface waves were recorded by the short-period
and broadband stations of the Cooperative New Madrid seis-
mic network, by a temporary deployment of nine broadband
stations, and by temporary deployments of a strong ground
motion array near each explosion. The primary goal of the
experiment was to place bounds on the anelastic attenuation
of the sediments by examining the distance decay of the
Rayleigh and body waves recorded by the broadband sta-
tions. These results are reported elsewhere (Langston et al.,
2005).

Chemical explosives were placed in the lower 30 m of
50-m-deep, 20.3-cm (8 inch) steel-cased boreholes. On the
night of 29 October 2002 a 1134 kg (2500 lb) single bore-
hole explosion was detonated near Mark Tree, Arkansas
(Fig. 1). A 2268 kg (5000 lb), simultaneous two-borehole
explosion was detonated the next night near Mooring, Ten-
nessee, near the center of the NMSZ. As part of the experi-
ment we also installed a three-component accelerograph ap-
proximately 80 m from each explosion source. Linear arrays
of Kinemetrics K2 accelerographs were installed at 2.55 km
from the Marked Tree explosion and at 1.2 km from the
Mooring explosion (Figs. 1 and 2). Siting for each array was
dictated by available agricultural fields near the shot points
and by safety and logistical considerations. The array near
the Mooring shot point was situated next to the CERI net-
work station, MORT (Mooring, Tennessee).

The strong-motion arrays were installed primarily to in-
vestigate the nature of body-wave and surface-wave propa-
gation within the thick unconsolidated sediments of the em-
bayment. The short, linear array geometry was chosen to
resolve the horizontal-phase velocity of the high-frequency
seismic phases. Although our intent was to examine wave-
propagation mechanisms, we realized that the data were the
highest-amplitude strong-motion data yet recorded in the
NMSZ. Vertical motions at the stations near each blast at-
tained peak accelerations greater than 2g and peak acceler-
ations at the two arrays were roughly 20% g (200 cm/sec2).

These unique data represent an opportunity to examine
several important attributes of high-frequency strong ground
motion in the Mississippi embayment that should be useful
to seismic engineering design. We will be estimating the
coherence of various seismic waves across the linear arrays
to examine the spatial variation of strong ground motions
on the Mississippi River floodplain. Although the seismic
source is an explosion, aspects of the strong motions can be
related to waves radiated by earthquakes. The data show
large PS conversions that can be used as a proxy for S waves
radiated from an earthquake source. The slowly propagating
Rayleigh waves and related scattered coda on horizontal
components can be used to measure structural heterogeneity
that affect horizontally propagating shear waves. We will

also demonstrate a very simple technique for determining
horizontal-phase velocity by using a plane-wave-propagation
model that combines the observed particle velocity field and
derived displacement gradients. Results from these empirical
analyses will be used in a later report to refine velocity mod-
els for the sediments of the embayment by using waveform-
modeling methods.

Strong-Motion Array Observations

The site of the Marked Tree explosion (1134 kg) was
on agricultural land situated within the St. Francis River
drainage on the western margin of the Mississippi River
floodplain near the town of Marked Tree, Arkansas (Fig. 1).
The K2 array was deployed in an unplanted field to the
northeast across the central ditch of the flood-control system.
The soil surface was clay rich and formed very sticky mud
when wet, a major problem on the rainy night of the test.
The larger 2268-kg explosion was placed in the first major
river meander south of New Madrid, Missouri, at Mooring,
Tennessee. Again, because of safety reasons, the site was
situated on private agricultural land and the K2 array de-
ployed in a nearby unplanted field that also was the site of
MORT, a CERI short-period seismic station. The ground sur-
face at Mooring was sandy and much easier to navigate
when wet.

Each element of the array consisted of a Kinemetrics
K2 accelerograph that was securely bolted to a large, square
ceramic tile. The ground was prepared so the ceramic tile
would be in level contact. Metal stakes were driven into the
ground to secure each corner of the tile to ensure that the
accelerograph would remain in contact with the ground un-
der high acceleration. This installation arrangement ap-
peared to work well because, even for the close-in stations
that experienced 2g vertical accelerations, it was very diffi-
cult to remove the stakes that held the instrument pad down.

Figure 3 summarizes the data collected by the two K2
arrays. The raw acceleration data were collected at a sam-
pling rate of 200 Hz and were corrected for the nominal
instrument responses provided by the instrument manufac-
turer. Three-component velocity and displacement were de-
rived from acceleration through integration and bandpass fil-
tering between 0.1 and 100 Hz. The horizontal-component
data were then vector rotated to form radial (away from the
source) and transverse (clockwise looking downward) com-
ponents for analysis and display. A few problems were dis-
covered in the instrument correction process. We found that
the fourth element of the array was set at a lower ground-
motion threshold that was exceeded by the P-wave arrival
for the larger Mooring blast. This is the source of the filter
transient seen in the vertical component displacement data
in Figure 3.

The data (Fig. 3) show a remarkable succession of body-
wave and surface-wave arrivals that appear to be highly cor-
related across each array and for each displacement com-
ponent. The vertical components show high-amplitude,
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Figure 1. Index map showing the location of Mooring, Tennessee, and Marked
Tree, Arkansas explosion sites. Air photos show the location of each ESEE explosion
and the location of the K2 accelerograph arrays. Each explosion was situated on private
agricultural land.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the geometry of
the explosion sources and location of the strong-
motion instrumentation. The location for each K2
array was dictated by logistics near the explosion
sources and location of available unused agricultural
fields.

high-frequency P-wave arrivals followed by 3- to 4-Hz
multimode Rayleigh waves. Radial components show an ini-
tial high-frequency set of PS arrivals in the first few seconds
followed by a Rayleigh wave train distinctly different from
the vertical components. There are also relatively high-
amplitude surface-wave–like arrivals late in the coda. Both
explosions show the existence of relatively large-amplitude
transverse components that are inconsistent with the as-
sumption of an axisymmetric explosion source but are con-
sistent with significant scattering in a heterogeneous struc-
ture.

These phase interpretations are based on the integration
of travel time, polarization, and phase-velocity analyses of
the array data. Figure 4 shows the three-component data for
element 8 (the farthest) of each array. Horizontal-phase ve-
locities for several discrete seismic phases were estimated
by picking the arrival time of a peak or trough on each array
element record and then by fitting the resulting time-distance
data with a linear regression algorithm. Phase-velocity esti-
mates are annotated on Figure 4 along with the formal var-
iance of the error from the regression fit. These phase-
velocity estimates can be used in conjunction with the
known properties of the velocity structure of the unconsol-
idated sediments to make reasonable hypotheses on the or-
igin of each wave observed in the data. In particular, Lang-
ston (2003) produced a reference-velocity model for the
unconsolidated sediments based on well log data, earthquake
phase-arrival times, and earlier velocity models suggested
by Chiu et al. (1992), Chen et al. (1996), and Liu et al.
(1997). The important features of this model pertaining to
phase interpretations include very low P- and S-wave veloc-
ities in the upper 15 m, which will ensure that body-wave
ray paths will be near-vertical, an average Vp of about
1.8 km/sec and Vs of 0.6 km/sec for the upper two thirds of
the section, and a lower layer associated with Upper Creta-

ceous sediments with a higher Vp of about 2.5 km/sec and
Vs of 1.2 km/sec.

An explosion source is primarily a source of P waves.
S waves and surface waves are produced because of P-to-S
coupling at layer boundaries and the free surface. Each ex-
plosion produced an impulsive, high-frequency P wave that
is prominent on the vertical components (Figs. 3 and 4). The
inferred phase velocities of 1.9 to 2.2 km/sec suggest that
these are diving or reflected waves from the base of the sed-
iments. The Marked Tree K2 array was at a greater distance
from the source and waveforms show a small, first-arriving
P wave with high phase velocity that is interpreted as the
refraction in the underlying Paleozoic rocks. Radial com-
ponents show additional impulsive arrivals within the first
4 sec that are interpreted to be S waves because they are not
seen on the vertical components. Their relatively high phase
velocities (2.2 to 3 km/sec) suggest that they are S waves
converted from P waves in the lower part of the unconsol-
idated sediments. The lower-frequency waves arriving after
4 sec for both blasts are clearly Rayleigh waves because they
have both prograde and retrograde particle motion and are
dispersed. Note the very low phase and group velocities for
these arrivals. These Rayleigh waves consist of both fun-
damental- and higher-mode waves; detailed analysis of
phase and group velocity showed interference of at least two
modes in the time window of 5–10 sec for the Marked Tree
data (analysis not shown here).

The transverse component (Figs. 3 and 4) should theo-
retically be zero for data from an axisymmetric explosion
source. There also seem to be significant arrivals at very late
times and low apparent group velocity on the radial com-
ponent as well. Note, for example, that the large radial coda
phase at about 16 sec for the Marked Tree blast appears
within the array and grows from nearly zero amplitude to
almost maximum trace amplitude over the array length. Both
of these observations suggest that waves are being scattered
by velocity heterogeneity in the embayment sediments. This
interpretation is supported by the observation of phase ve-
locities that are comparable to earlier arriving Rayleigh
waves for major coda wave trains and by individual arrivals
that actually propagate back toward the sources (�700 m/
sec arrival on the Marked Tree vertical component near
17 sec, �800 m/sec arrival on the Mooring transverse com-
ponent on Fig. 4). Also note that the transverse component
for the Mooring data is significantly smaller than that for the
Marked Tree source, suggesting that the amount of wave
scattering increases with distance from the source.

Although these strong-motion seismic waves have been
excited from a distinctly non-earthquake-like source, there
are aspects of the data that can be examined to obtain infor-
mation on the coherence and propagation of shear waves. In
general, direct S waves from an earthquake in the NMSZ will
have horizontal-phase velocities in the range of 2.5 to
3.5 km/sec defined by horizontal-wave propagation in the
upper crust. Strong ground motion frequencies of interest
are in the 10- to 1-Hz range. The horizontal wavenumber,
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Figure 3. Summary of the array data from each explosion. Major seismic phases
are annotated the seismic record sections for each ground-motion component. Ground
displacements are shown that were derived from the acceleration data. The plots for
each ground-motion component have been normalized. Note the clear body-wave and
surface-wave trains.
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Figure 4. Detail of the three components of displacements shown on a common
amplitude scale. Horizontal-phase velocities were determined by using the time move-
out of selected phases across each array through linear regression. Phase-velocity values
in kilometers per second are shown next to particular phases and the standard error of
the determination is in parantheses. Group velocity is also shown under the timescale
for each explosion set. Note the very low surface-wave group velocities. Also note that
some phase arrivals are negative, denoting propagation toward the source.
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k � f/c, where f is frequency and c is horizontal-phase ve-
locity, will be 4 to 0.3 cycles/km for typical earthquake S
waves. The radial component PS conversions have a domi-
nant frequency of about 10 Hz giving a horizontal wave-
number of about 3 cycles/km. The Rayleigh waves have a
dominant frequency of about 1–2 Hz giving a horizontal
wavenumber of about 2 to 4 cycles/km. Thus, the PS con-
versions and Rayleigh wave data from the explosion sources
have horizontal wavenumbers comparable to expected high-
frequency shear waves from earthquakes. We suggest that
wave-scattering mechanisms will be similar at these high
wavenumbers, justifying using the explosion strong-motion
data as a proxy for earthquake strong-motion data.

Coherency and Coherence

Waveform coherency is a function of the physical (spa-
tial and temporal) variation of the wave field and all the
practical observational factors involved in measuring the
wave field. The composition of the wave field obviously
depends on the heterogeneity of the propagation medium
along with the heterogeneity of a spatially distributed seis-
mic source (Spudich, 1994; Kramer, 1996; Zerva and Zer-
vas, 2002). Coherency will degrade with position depending
on the nature of interference of seismic waves as they radiate
from an extended source and the directions and speeds at
which they propagate in the medium. Apparent coherency

Figure 5. Coherence measurements for two time windows of strong-motion data
from the Marked Tree, Arkansas, explosion. The time windows were chosen to isolate
the body-wave arrivals (0 to 4 sec) and the surface-wave arrivals (4 to 20 sec). Coher-
ence was computed using equation (2) for each time window and displayed in the plot
above the time series. Coherence was measured for all possible combinations of array
stations and plotted as a function of interstation distance. Coherence is shown for
displacement (squares), velocity (diamonds), and acceleration (circles). Major phases
are also annotated. (a) Vertical component. (b) Radial component. (c) Transverse
component. (continued)
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degradation can also occur because of seismic instrument
response differences and local instrument siting problems,
such as how an instrument is coupled to the ground.

Many ways to determine the coherency of multiple time
series exist. A standard method that is used in the engineer-
ing literature for strong ground motions (e.g., Spudich, 1994;
Kramer, 1996; Zerva and Zervas, 2002) is to form the nor-
malized cross-spectral density between the complex Fourier
spectra of two time series, say S1(x) and S2(x):

*S (x)S (x)1 2S (x) � . (1)12 * *S (x)S (x) S (x)S (x)� �1 1 2 2

In general, the normalized cross-spectral density will have
the value of 1 for all frequencies for any two spectra (Zerva
and Zervas, 2002). This is avoided in practice by performing
spectral averaging over a finite bandwidth to compute the
expected value, in the statistical sense, of each spectrum
(Spudich, 1994) to estimate coherency. The drawback of

spectral averaging is that the coherency will be a function
of the choice of averaging window length. The coherency
computed this way is a complex function of frequency. Co-
herence may be computed from the coherency by taking the
modulus and is a real function of frequency because the
phase is removed.

We take a pragmatic approach in measuring coherence
in the time domain because the data display discrete seismic
phases and wave types depending on the choice of time win-
dow. Time-domain coherence will be defined using the max-
imum of the normalized cross correlation:

��

max x(t)y(t � s)dt�
��

C � . (2)xy �� �� 1/2
2 2x (t)dt y (t)dt�� � �

�� ��

This is a natural measure of the similarity of time-domain
waveforms that has been used in many source- and structure-
modeling studies (e.g., Helmberger, 1983) and is also called
the semblance. Cxy varies between �1 and �1, where a
value of �1 denotes perfect similarity. Using the maximum
of the normalized cross correlation may remove much of the
effect of wave passage in degrading the coherence across an
array. The effect of wave passage is a well-understood phe-
nomenon in spectral coherency studies (e.g., Spudich, 1994)
and is clearly recognized in our data because of the discrete
body- and surface-wave phases that propagate across the ar-
ray. The use of the normalized cross correlation to estimate
wave coherence is exactly related to the spectral coherence
through the Power theorem of Fourier transforms (see Ap-
pendix) where the averaging window is taken across the en-
tire frequency band. Thus, we adopt the use of the term
“coherence” in our time-domain measurements as having the
same meaning as “coherence” derived by spectral averaging.

The K2 array strong-motion data were cut into two time
windows, 0 to 4 sec and 4 to 20 sec, to investigate the co-
herence of body-wave phases and surface-wave phases. Co-
herence for a particular ground-motion component was com-
puted for acceleration, velocity, and displacement in the two
time windows by taking all possible pairs of array elements.
The coherence was then plotted as a function of distance
between array elements. Results are shown in Figure 5 for
the Marked Tree explosion and Figure 6 for the Mooring
explosion.

There is a natural progression to the decrease of coher-
ence with distance. Vertical components of motion (Figs. 5a
and 6a) are generally most coherent with distance across the
arrays compared with radial (Figs. 5b and 6b) or transverse
(Figs. 5c and 6c) motions. Displacement for all ground-
motion directions are more coherent than velocities that are,
in turn, more coherent than accelerations. This is because
displacement, velocity, and acceleration fields contain pro-
gressively higher-frequency waves that scatter more with
distance. This is demonstrated by the greater relative coher-

Figure 5. Continued.
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ence of waves from the Mooring blast that were recorded at
1.2 km compared with waves from the Marked Tree source
recorded at 2.6 km. Likewise, coherence is generally greater
within the surface-wave windows that contain lower-
frequency, longer-wavelength surface-wave phases. Hori-
zontal components reach a coherence floor at about 0.2 for
accelerations with transverse accelerations in the 0- to 4-sec
time window being least coherent.

The degradation of coherence across these short arrays
primarily demonstrates the complexity of high-frequency
wave propagation in the heterogeneous structure of flood-
plain sediments. Primary waves from the explosion source
include P and Rayleigh waves that are most coherent on the
vertical components. Major converted secondary phases
within the structure, such as the radial PS waves, appear to
clearly propagate across the array but are embedded in a
higher-frequency, incoherent coda after the P wave. This P-
wave coda is most clearly seen on the transverse component
(0- to 4-sec window; Figs. 5c and 6c) which is direct evi-
dence of high-frequency wave scattering in the structure.

Array Displacement Gradient and Horizontal-Phase
Velocity Estimates

An array of matched seismic instruments can be used
to compute time-dependent geodetic strain through finite
spatial differences of the wave field (Spudich et al., 1995;
Bodin et al., 1997; Gomberg et al., 1999). If we define the
radial direction with index value 1, the transverse direction
with index value 2, and the vertical direction with index
value 3, we see that the strains,

1 �u �ui j
e � � (3)ij � �2 �x �xj i

cannot be completely determined from our linear accelero-
graph array. We can only determine displacement gradients
in the radial, or x1, direction. Still, we obtain the axial normal
strain as

�u1
e � (4)11 �x1

Figure 6. Coherence measurements using the Mooring, Tennessee, array data. Same
scheme as in Figure 5. (continued)
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and the partial shear strains

1 �u2
e �12 2 �x1 (5)

1 �u3
e �13 2 �x1

with the other strains being indeterminent. Ideally, we might
expect that the displacement gradient in the transverse di-
rection (�ui/�x2) to be close to zero from an axisymmetric
explosion source because there should be no azimuthal
change in source-radiation pattern. However, vertical-
displacement gradients (�ui/�x3) should be relatively large
for vertically propagating P and S waves within the sedi-
ments or for the excitation of surface waves. Furthermore,
we suspect from the analysis of coherence that the propa-
gation medium is heterogeneous so that waves are likely
propagating in horizontal directions different from x1.

Many authors have pointed out the relationship of par-
ticle velocity and displacement gradient through a simple

plane-wave model of wave propagation from elementary
seismology (e.g., Love, 1927, page 298; Singh et al., 1997;
Gomberg et al., 1999). For example, if we have a plane wave
propagating along the array in the x1 direction, the displace-
ment can be represented by

x1u � a f t � . (6)i i � �c

The displacement gradient with respect to x1 is given by

�u 1 �ui i
� � (7)

�x c �t1

so that the horizontal-phase velocity can be found from the
ratio of the particle velocity to the displacement gradient

�ui� ��t
.c � � (8)

�ui� ��x1

A seismic trace may consist of many plane waves prop-
agating across the array in many different directions. We
expect that waves will interfere with each other within any
particular time window so that observed displacement gra-
dients and particle velocities will consist of the linear super-
position of these waves. The veracity of the plane-wave
model of equations (6)–(8) for any particular time window
in estimating a single-phase velocity depends on the nature
of this interference and whether a single wave dominates the
wave field. Intuitively, we expect that large, coherent phases
with clear distance moveout will be most amenable to this
analysis just as these same phases can be used to infer basic
characteristics of the velocity structure by using other tech-
niques.

The displacement gradient may be computed robustly
from adjacent receivers of the K2 array by using a simple
difference because the highest wavenumbers are �10 cycles/
km and interstation distances only 15 m (0.015 km), well
within the quarter-wavelength criteria cited by previous in-
vestigators (e.g., Bodin et al., 1997). Figure 7 shows an ex-
ample of the horizontal-displacement gradient computed us-
ing stations 4 and 5 from the K2 array that recorded the
Marked Tree explosion. The displacement gradients are
compared with particle velocity at station 4 to demonstrate
the good correlation of waveforms. The difference in relative
amplitudes of the observed phases should be related to the
differences in phase velocity.

A time-dependent phase-velocity plot can be created by
forming the ratio of the particle velocity to the displacement
gradient (equation 8). A practical difficulty involves zero
crossings of each time series, in particular, the displacement
gradient time series because it occurs in the denominator.
The envelope function of each time series is computed using

Figure 6. Continued.
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the modulus of the analytic signal (Farnbach, 1975) and
these are used to form the ratio to avoid dividing by zero.
Unfortunately, this expedient also removes the directionality
inherent in the phase-velocity estimate because positive
time-series quantities are used; negative phase velocity (i.e.,
propagation the other way) will not be detected by using
positive-value envelopes.

Figure 8 shows resulting phase-velocity time series for
each ground-motion direction of the two K2 arrays. Also
shown are the phase-velocity picks for the discrete phases
analyzed in Figure 4. In almost every case, the phase velocity
determined from travel-time analysis agrees with the phase-
velocity estimate from the amplitude analysis. The notable
exception occurs for the arrival seen on the transverse com-
ponent near 10 sec for the Marked Tree explosion (Fig. 8c).

The phase-velocity time series display some general
properties for different parts of the seismograms. Major P-
wave arrivals and P-wave coda have relatively high hori-
zontal-phase velocities over the first 4 sec of this high-
frequency portion of the waveform. The surface-wave
arrivals, coming after 4 sec and continuing until the major
vertical Airy phases seen on the vertical components, have
characteristically low-phase velocity. However, horizontal-
phase velocity seems to be more irregular with higher peaks
after about 12 sec for all components. This is the realm of
the seismic coda where scattered waves dominate and may
arrive from all directions. The horizontal-phase velocity in
the radial direction can theoretically be infinite for waves

that illuminate the array perpendicularly from the side. The
phase-velocity time series presents another useful view of
the wave field that is complementary to standard-array and
wave-polarization analyses.

Estimated strains from the two strong-motion arrays
range from 10�5 to 10�6. These are relatively high seismic
strains but are still relatively low for inducing significant
nonlinear elastic modulus degradation of unconsolidated and
unconfined materials (Vucetic, 1994; Lanzo and Vucetic,
1999).

Discussion

Deployment of these short-aperture arrays was a sec-
ondary experiment associated with the ESEE field project
and was dictated by available instrumentation, logistics in
the field, and the desire to collect phase-velocity information
for the propagation of seismic waves in the embayment sed-
iments. The array geometry was very successful in allowing
the measurement of arrival-phase velocities to understand
the composition of the seismic wave field at short propaga-
tion distances. Our present approach of using the array data
to investigate displacement gradients and strains would have
benefited from a spatially distributed array, however. A two-
dimensional array would also allow direct measurement of
the azimuth of propagation of the seismic phases to inves-
tigate the nature of scattering in the coda and transverse com-
ponents of motion.

Figure 7. Comparison of the displacement gradients of the vertical (left) and radial
(right) displacements with ground velocity for data from the Marked Tree, Arkansas,
explosion. The displacement gradient was computed by differencing the waveforms
between stations 4 and 5. Ground velocity was computed for station 4. Note the ex-
cellent correspondence of waveforms between the two time series. Differences in am-
plitude reflect phase velocity as given in equation (7).
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Figure 8. Phase-velocity time series plotted with the envelope of the original ground-
velocity data. The filled squares and rectangles represent the value and error of the time-
moveout phase-velocity measurements displayed in Figure 4. There is good correspondence
between horizontal-phase velocities determined by the independent methods for the major
observed phases. Stations 4 and 5 were used to compute displacement gradient and station
5, ground velocity, for the Marked Tree blast. Stations 5 and 6 were used for the Mooring
blast. (a) Vertical components for both arrays. (b) Radial components for both arrays.
(c) Transverse components for both arrays. (continued)
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expected high-phase velocities and long-duration surface
waves are dispersed with very low group and phase veloci-
ties. To first order, the embayment sediments form an ex-
cellent wave guide but also show the effects of velocity het-
erogeneity in the form of long-duration wave codas and
transverse components.

This information has important application to earth-
quake-engineering considerations. The Mississippi embay-

Nevertheless, the waveform data from these linear ar-
rays have given a useful glimpse into the nature of strong-
motion wave propagation within the thick embayment sed-
iments. First, the data demonstrate that the wave field is
understandable. The slow material velocities of the sedi-
ments give rise to well-separated body-wave and surface-
wave arrivals that travel at velocities related to their mode
of propagation. Reflected P waves and PS conversions have

Figure 8. Continued.
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ment and related Gulf and southeastern coastal plain prov-
inces are unique seismic structures in North America
because of their great lateral extent and because of the ex-
istence of at least two major seismic zones, New Madrid and
Charleston, South Carolina, within them. We speculate that
the combination of a low-velocity seismic wave guide and
active seismic zones suggests that strong-motion wave prop-
agation may be more efficient and longer in duration than

occurs in the western United States where earth structure is
more heterogeneous. The seismic properties of the wave
guide then become very important for evaluating the hazards
due to strong ground motions. Langston et al. (2005) showed
that the attenuation properties of embayment sediments are
much less than previously believed, supporting the idea that
strong ground motions may propagate to large distances
from the source just because of the sedimentary wave guide.

Figure 8. Continued.
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The coherence measurements made from the arrays sug-
gest that high-frequency S waves will be relatively incoher-
ent over distance scales as short as 50 m in the embayment.
The high-frequency S-wave proxies, the radial PS conver-
sions in the first 4 sec of record, lose coherence quickly with
distance and frequency (Figs. 5b and 6b). Part of the inco-
herence of these phases is probably because they are pro-
duced by a scattering process at the base of the sediments
through conversion from the primary P wave. The vertical-
component P wave is observed to be very coherent for both
blasts (Fig. 5a and b) even at the highest-frequency accel-
erations. However, it is likely that high-frequency S waves
from a local earthquake will be less coherent just because
they will need to propagate greater distances from the hypo-
center to the surface, encountering even more heterogeneity
in the Paleozoic sediments below the unconsolidated embay-
ment sediments and within the crystalline basement rocks.
The explosion experiment is too ideal, in a sense, because the
wave propagation is largely confined to the unconsolidated
sediments. Our results do suggest that the incoherent wave
field is a factor for concern in designing large, distributed
structures within the embayment and are consistent with re-
sults found in other source zones (e.g., Spudich, 1994).

The use of the displacement gradient to estimate
horizontal-phase velocity is an interesting by-product of the
present analysis. Past studies of geodetic array strain mea-
surements have emphasized the magnitude of strain from
strong ground motions as an important seismic wave-field
observation that is directly applicable to the response of
underground-built structures and for estimating dynamic
stress changes (e.g., Spudich et al., 1995; Bodin et al., 1997;
Singh et al., 1997; Gomberg et al., 1999). We suggest that
analysis of phase velocity from the amplitude of displace-
ment gradients and ground velocity is actually a very useful
technique to apply to array data for all sorts of standard
seismic experiments. Provided that array sensors have
matched responses, the computation of horizontal-phase ve-
locities from displacement gradients can potentially find use
in refraction and reflection studies. This technique can pro-
duce an additional map of phase velocity as a function of
space and time across an array under various assumptions
of frequency band that can be used as constraints in structure
interpretation. These ideas are left for future development.

Conclusions

Strong ground motions recorded by 100-m linear arrays
of accelerographs from large explosions in the Mississippi
embayment display a variety of P, PS, and surface waves
that are produced by understandable wave-propagation
mechanisms within the low-velocity, unconsolidated sedi-
ments. Coherence of these waves was examined by consid-
ering the body waves and surface waves in two separate time
windows of data. Coherence of displacement, velocity, and
acceleration was computed by using the maximum of the
normalized cross correlation to examine the progressive deg-
radation of coherence with increasing frequency. Coherence

progressively decreases with ground-motion component
type (from vertical to radial to transverse), ground-motion
type (from displacement to velocity to acceleration), and
with distance between sensors. PS conversions are used as
a proxy for earthquake S waves. The results suggest that
high-frequency S waves will lose coherence over distances
less than 50 m and imply that this will be an important factor
for the seismic response of large built structures in the em-
bayment. We also suggest that a technique of determining
horizontal-phase velocity from the ratio of the velocity time
series to the displacement gradient is a useful way to map
phase velocity as a function of space and time that can find
use in array analysis, refraction, and reflection experiments.
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Appendix

This is a short proof showing that equation (2) is equiv-
alent to a standard way of computing coherence by using
the spectral coherency.

The Power theorem relating time- and frequency-
domain representations of two functions, f and g, is given
by Bracewell (1975) as

�� ��

f (t)g(t)dt � F(x)G* (x)dx , (A1)� �
�� ��

where F(x) and G(x) are the complex Fourier spectra of f
and g, and the * denotes the complex conjugate of the func-
tion. The normalized cross correlation is

��

f (t)g(t � s)dt�
��

� (s) � . (A2)
�� ��

2 2f (t)dt g (t)dt� �� �
�� ��

By Raleigh’s theorem (Bracewell, 1975) we have, for ex-
ample,

�� ��

2f (t)dt � F(x)F* (x)dx . (A3)� �� �
�� ��

Dividing equation (A1) by the left- and right-hand sides of
(A3), respectively, for both f and g gives

��

f (t)g(t)dt�
��

�� ��

2 2f (t)dt g (t)dt� �� �
�� ��

��

F(x)G* (x)dx�
��

� . (A4)
�� ��

F (x)F* (x)dx G(x)G* (x)dx� �� �
�� ��
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We substitute the lagged function g(t � s) into equation
(A4) and note that the complex conjugate of its spectrum is,
by the shift theorem,

�ixs�[g (t � s)]* � G* (x)e (A5)

and take the maximum of both sides to get the definition of
equation (2) in terms of the Fourier transforms of the indi-
vidual time series

��

f (t)g(t � s)dt�
��C � maxxy

�� ��

2 2f (t)dt g (t)dt� �� �
�� �� (A6)

��

�ixsF(x)G* (x)e dx�
��

� max .
�� ��

F (x)F* (x)dx G(x)G* (x)dx� �� �
�� ��

The maximum normalized cross correlation will occur for
some smax. Equation (A6) is exactly a representation of the
coherence implied by equation (1) if spectral averaging is
performed over the entire frequency band (signified by the
spectral integrations). In a sense, this is an unbiased way to
perform the spectral averaging because the entire band is
chosen. However, in practice, we window seismic phases in
the time domain to isolate them, then find the maximum of
the normalized cross correlation. Bias occurs through the
choice of time window but not the choice of frequency band.
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